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RSA Texts & Studies 
Instructions to authors / volume editors: 

 

how to propose a volume for the series 

 

 

The Renaissance Society of America Texts and Studies (RSA-TS) series is a peer-reviewed 

(refereed) series that has as its focus the Latin and vernacular cultures of late medieval and early 

modern Europe (ca. 1300–1700), including those less common literatures that arose within the 

European cultural sphere. The series publishes editions of primary sources, translations in 

combination with critical editions, and thematic reference works (‘Companions’, or similar) of 

enduring value, for which a printed volume is the appropriate medium. Books in the series are 

simultaneously produced in electronic format. 

 

Within its remit, the RSA-TS series endeavors to reflect the diversity of its membership and their 

interests. A distinctive trait of the ‘Companions’ in the RSA-TS series, therefore, is their effort to 

incorporate an element of newly commissioned and translated scholarly contributions from 

specialists who do not normally write in English. We are piloting the addition of new, refereed 

content over time, to reflect developments in the field. 

 

Volumes are now published by Brill. Past volumes have been published by Medieval and 

Renaissance Texts and Studies (MRTS). RSA members receive a 35 percent discount on the Brill 

volumes. 

 

The Editorial Board warmly welcomes proposals for the RSA-TS series. 

  

1. Eligibility: 

 

Submitters should be RSA members in good standing and have a previous record of peer-

reviewed publication (e.g., one or more articles in peer-reviewed journals or edited 

collections, or previous book publications).  

 

2. What we are looking for: 

 

a. ‘Texts’ 

 

The Editorial Board will normally expect proposals that relate to editing and translation 

projects (manuscripts) that are complete or very near completion. 

Text editions should offer more than the ‘raw’ text: they must represent an advance in 

scholarship and demonstrate ‘added value’. Latin or other foreign-language texts will be 

accompanied by an English translation (unless there is good reason not to), and a critical 

apparatus and/or commentary as appropriate. We will look for an introduction that is robust 

and insightful but not excessive in length, and that includes evidence of a sound 

methodological approach (e.g., editorial principles, a rationale for the translation).  

 

http://www.rsa.org/default.asp?page=Membersubscriptions
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b. ‘Companions’  

 

RSA-TS Companions disseminate vanguard research in an accessible way. They address 

graduate students and fellow Renaissance scholars who require an orientation in a less 

familiar field or subfield. Recent volumes in the series have clearly put their subject on the 

map and have elicited further reflection and scholarly activity. We are looking for 

proposals for Companion volumes that fill demonstrable gaps and/or address emerging 

trends in Renaissance Studies (broadly conceived). 

Companions require careful planning: proposals may be subject to some iteration, and 

some preliminary discussion with the series’ Editor-in-chief and Brill is advisable. The 

number of contributors and proposed word counts should be kept realistic. Contracts will 

be subject to satisfactory referees’ reports. 

 

c. other 

 

The RSA-TS series does not normally publish monographs or conference proceedings. 

However, we occasionally consider other types of books that are in line with the RSA’s 

mission and the spirit of the series. Please contact the series’ Editor in Chief if you wish to 

discuss an idea. 

 

Panels at RSA Annual Meetings may be used to scope a new field (e.g., with a view to 

proposing a ‘Companion’ volume) or to provide contributors to a multi-authored volume 

with a clear target to deliver their contributions and an opportunity to improve coherence. 

Note that publication of such materials developed or presented at RSA Annual Meetings 

or other workshops will still be subject to an accepted proposal, satisfactory referees’ 

reports, and the terms and conditions of any contract issued. 

   

 

2. The proposal will consist of: 

 

a. A completed proposal form 

b. A brief curriculum vitae, including a list of publications 

c. A statement about the proposed manuscript (max. 2 pages) that should include: 

1. Your name and that of any co-authors/co-editors 

2. Title of the manuscript  

3. A summary of the manuscript 

4. Scholarly context and background, including why the manuscript is a good fit 

for the RSA-TS series and how it will contribute to scholarship in the field. 

Please pay attention to any competing work that has been published or is 

forthcoming. 

5. A list and brief synopses of the proposed chapters/sections of the manuscript 

6. The current status of the manuscript and word count (actual or anticipated) 

7. Any other information that you wish to draw to the attention of the Editorial 

Board and publisher (e.g., any Open Access requirements) 

 

You may include a pdf with sample pages of your work, if you wish (no more than ca. 

8,000 words in total), but do not send full manuscripts unless invited. 
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3. Length: 

 

The target length for manuscripts in the series is approximately 90,000 words; manuscripts 

should not exceed 100,000 words, unless the proposal specifically makes the case for why 

greater length is necessary. 

 

4. Manuscript preparation – a few things that are good to know from the outset 

 

The RSA and Brill prefer manuscripts to conform to the Chicago Manual of Style, 

including following American English in all instances of spelling, grammar, and 

punctuation. 

If you are entirely unfamiliar with Chicago style or feel that another style (e.g., MHRA, 

MLA) is more conducive to your project, please let us know and explain why on the 

manuscript proposal form. The agreed style must be applied rigorously and consistently 

across all sections of the manuscript. 

 

It will normally be the author’s, or volume editor’s responsibility, to assure that the 

definitive manuscript sent in for publication is copy-edited to a professional standard. The 

standard of copy-editing will be checked before a definitive manuscript receives its 

imprimatur. Colleagues in the RSA office may assist with moderate copy-editing queries 

during manuscript preparation. The RSA or Brill can also recommend professional copy-

editors if you wish to hire assistance. 

 

All English must be of native-speaker standard. If you or your contributors are not native 

speakers, you are strongly advised to have your text (and/or translation) checked for 

linguistic accuracy and fluency by an informed Anglophone reader, before the manuscript 

is refereed, or, for Texts edition, before you send in your proposal. This will expedite the 

refereeing process and minimize any revisions that may be required. 

Contributors who will write chapters in a language other than English should be mindful 

of the challenges their text may pose to even the most professional translator: they should 

be encouraged not to use an overly florid style or use obscure terminology. 

 

The RSA does not offer any publication grants to cover the costs of translations (beyond 

those agreed with the publisher), copy-editing expenses, or the reproduction costs of 

illustrations. However, it will provide letters of support for requests for subventions. 

 

 

5. Contacts: 

 

At RSA 

 

David Marsh, Editor-in-Chief, RSA-TS series (dmarsh@italian.rutgers.edu) 

Colin MacDonald, RSA office (cmacdonald@rsa.org) 

 

At Brill 

 

Arjan van Dijk, senior acquisitions editor renaissance studies, Brill (dijk@brill.com) 

Ivo Romein, subject editor renaissance studies (romein@brill.com) 
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